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R sum

Dans ce travail on propose l tude des caract ristiques cin matiques de la prominance accentuelle en Italien, et

comprendre comment les variations induites par la structure prosodique s expliquent dan le cadre de la th orie Task

Dynamics. Les r sultats ont montr  que la prominance accentuelle aux diff rents niveaux de la hi rarchie prosodique est

produite par des m canismes diff rents.

This study reports the first results of a research aimed to investigate how segmental variation is conditioned

by prosody in Italian, by examining the acoustic and articulatory properties of syllables that are prominent

at different levels of the prosodic hierarchy (Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986). At

word level we compared unstressed and lexically stressed syllables; at intermediate/intonational level we

compared unaccented (lexically stressed) and accented syllables.

Our previous work on Italian (Vayra & Fowler, 1987; Vayra & Fowler, 1992) shows both acoustic

(duration, F0, amplitude, F1) and articulatory (jaw displacement) evidence that unstressed vowels are shorter

in duration compared to stressed ones and exhibit reduction in the height dimension, involving the global

gesture for the vowel (Vayra, Avesani & Fowler, 1999). Moreover, jaw kinematics and EPG data show more

displacement  for the opening gesture in stressed vowels independently of vowel height (Farnetani & Faber,

1992; Magno Caldognetto et  al., 1995, Farnetani & Vayra, 1996). As for the higher levels of the prosodic

hierarchy though, while a rich literature exists on the intonational properties of accented syllables and on

their segmental alignment (e.g. D Imperio, 2002) no kinematics data are available that clearly distinguish

stressed and accented syllables.

In order to examine prosodically-induced articulatory variations we looked at the kinematics of the lip

opening and closing movements occurring in  CVCV(C)CV pseudo-words (where C = /b, m/), produced by

two subjects in medial position of declarative sentenses. The penultimate syllable of the pseudo-words can

be unstressed, stressed or accented in a contrastively focussed constituent. Sentences have been embedded in

short dialogues in order to elicit  the intended focus interpretation.  Articulatory data have been collected

by an automatic optotracking movement analyzer for 3D kinematics data acquisition (ELITE) , which also

allows a synchronous recording of the acoustic signal. The  data we report on here are relative to Lower Lip

movement and Lip Aperture.
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The major questions we address in this work are: i) which are the kinematic characteristics of

prosodically conditioned prominence in Italian, and ii) how can prosodically-induced kinematic variations

be accounted for by parameter settings in a mass-spring gestural model (e.g. Browman and Goldstein, 1990;

Saltzman and Munhall, 1989; Saltzman, 1995; Cho, in press).

Results show that different kinematic properties distinguish unstressed, stressed and accented syllables,

but that these properties vary in the two subjects. The contrast between unstressed and stressed syllables is

determined by the properties of the opening gesture: the lower acoustic duration of the unstressed syllable is

related to the shorter, narrower and stiffer opening gesture. A single dynamical parameter setting cannot be

singled out as an absolute underlying mechanism for both speakers. A change in intergestural timing or a

change by shrinking of the opening gesture seem to be the likely dynamical mechanisms which underly the

production of an unstressed syllable, indicating a truncation or a proportional reduction of the opening

gesture in unstressed syllables. In contrast, accented  syllables show more displacement both in the opening

and in the closing gestures compared to stressed ones. In terms of dynamical parameter settings,  for one

speaker a pure change in target can be posited as the single absolute underlying mechanism for the opening

gesture, with peak velocity and displacement raising proportionally without a change  in duration, and as the

most likely mechanism for the closing gesture. For the other speaker, while the opening gesture of the

accented syllable can be modelled by positing a change in target, the closing gesture appears to be induced by

a pure change in stiffness.

Our results show that different dynamical mechanisms underly the production of prominence at different

levels of the prosodic hierarchy; and that when a stressed syllable becomes accented, its prominence is

induced both by its laryngeal and supralaryngeal properties.
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